
Tip Sheet 
4 TIPS TO OPTIMIZE YOUR 
AMAZON PRODUCT LISTINGS

1 DOUBLE-CHECK YOUR AMAZON PRODUCT LISTING FUNDAMENTALS  
Images
If a picture is worth a 1,000 words, then one on Amazon is worth tens of thousands—if not millions! Your 
product images are the single most important asset you can control on Amazon.
Key elements that ensure great Amazon product images include:
• High-resolution images
• The product featured on a white background
• Product packaging, features, lifestyle images, and product size/scale are showcased
• An infographic that explains how to use the product in a certain situations

Product Title
The title is the second thing shoppers see after the image. If your product title isn’t descriptive then 
you’re doing yourself a disfavor. Some items you definitely need to include are: 

Bullet Points
The bullet points section is where you can go into depth about the features and highlights of the 
product and you should take advantage of all five available spaces. Make sure the keywords describe 
what your product does highlight the benefits of the product. Chances are shoppers won’t scroll beyond 
your bullet points—so make them count.

Product Description
Your product description is where you’ll want to double down on long-tail keywords and descriptions. 
Consider the questions you would have if you were researching a product like the one you sell. What 
would compel you to purchase it?

It’s no secret you need compelling Amazon product listings if you want to turn browsers into 
buyers. To do this, you must first nail down product listing fundamentals like product images, 
title, description and bullet points. Next, create magazine-like A+ Content pages that further 
showcase the benefits of your product. Finally, be sure to double-check your keywords to 
make sure they’re fully optimized for organic traffic. Below are 4 more tips to improve your 
Amazon product detail pages.

• Brand name     
• Features
• Size
• Model
• Type

• Size
• Material
• Color
• Construction materials

2 USE A+ CONTENT TO ENHANCE PRODUCT LISTINGS 
A+ Content is where you can tell your brand’s story, but first and foremost, you must be enrolled in 
Amazon’s Brand Registry program to take advantage of A+ Content.

https://www.sellerlabs.com/blog/4-reasons-to-enroll-in-amazon-brand-registry/


3 UPDATE YOUR BACKEND KEYWORDS 
The backend keywords section for your Amazon product listing is found in Seller Central for a given ASIN, 
and are used to give Amazon additional information about your listing. These keywords are hidden and 
won’t be displayed on your detail page. 

Finding Keywords with Scope
With Seller Labs Pro’s Scope module, you can go to a product listing page on Amazon and see relevant 
keywords for that product. Using the Scope module within Amazon, you’ll learn how a product ranks for 
a keyword, along with other helpful information such as estimated search volume over the last 30 days, 
average CPC, number of sellers offering the product, sales rank, and more. 

Tips and Tricks
• Stay within the 249-byte limit
• Include popular abbreviations and alternative names
• Refrain from using irrelevant keywords
• Don’t repeat keywords
• Avoid duplicating keywords in titles and bullets

Bold Branding
A common trait you’ll see amongst the best A+ Content pages is strong branding at the top, typically 
shown through bold visuals and branding. The point here is to communicate what your brand is about in 
an instant.

Value Proposition
Just below the header image of the page, you’ll find the product and brand’s value proposition. This 
section is meant to inform the shopper about the main benefits the product has to offer.

Lifestyle Images
Images in A+ Content pages should be heavily focused on lifestyle. You want to highlight your product in 
its optimal use and environment—preferably with people. 

Use Cases and Key Features
The bottom of your A+ Content page is where you should talk about features. This is a good place 
to explain what your product does, what people should expect when using it, and key competitive 
differentiators.

4 ALWAYS BE TESTING AND OPTIMIZING 
The last thing you should do with your detail page is “set it and forget it.” Doing so will result in 
diminishing returns over time. You need to always be testing your images, titles, bullet points, 
description, keywords, and A+ Content. Just be sure to track the changes you make; that way if you don’t 
see improved results you can switch back to what you had before.

Need help managing your Amazon product listings? Seller Labs Managed Services can help!  
Contact us today. 

Looking to improve your messaging, advertising, keywords and analytics? Look no further than Seller 
Labs Pro to get the power of four business-boosting Amazon sales tools.
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